Wish You Were Here

Today you will be traveling into a painting at the Museum. Together with your chaperone, head to Galleries 233 and 236 (Art of the Americas), and 255 (Art of Europe) to find some landscapes to jump inside.

Brainstorming

If you were in this scene, how would you finish these sentences?

I hear ________________________________.

I smell ________________________________.

I need ________________________________.

I am going ________________________________.

I feel ________________________________.

I want ________________________________.
If you were to take a photograph with your phone, which part of the landscape would you zoom in on? Draw it in the screen on the right.

**What would you say** online in 140 characters to your friends about the scene?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Now, imagine you are inside this painting. In the space below write a letter to a friend from inside the painting.

- What would you want to tell them?
- How would you get them to imagine the same scene?
- What are some details that you can share with them to make them feel that they are with you in the same place?

Dear ____________________________________________________________,

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Do you have extra time?

Ask a classmate about the landscape they chose. How are your scenes similar? How are they different?
Could you wear the same clothes in both places?